
Cat Correction Entry FAQ for www.BengalPedigrees.com 
 
To enter a cat correction to Bengal Pedigrees database find the “Click To Submit A Correction” link on the home page just 
under the “Click To Submit A New Cat” link.  If the problem is the cat’s registration number you will need to email that to 
data@bengalpedigrees.com email address as the form does not allow you to correct that.  You only need to correct the 
individual field that is incorrect.  You will need to wait for changes to be approved by data entry once you have submitted 
the correction.  This is a free service, don’t be impatient with data entry volunteers, it won’t get you anywhere. 
 
You will want to have the following information ready to input a cat: 
 
1.       Registration Number (The system needs this to find the cat you are correcting.  It must be EXACTLY correct or the 
cat will not be found). The system will allow for two correct registration numbers but only data entry volunteers with full 
administrative permissions can change either of those. 
2.       Title (if any, optional) 
3.       Cattery Prefix (from the owner of the dam, optional but preferred) 
4.       Cat's Name 
5.       Cattery Suffix (from the owner of the cat, optional) 
6.       Registration Color (optional but preferred)[NOTE: a brown spotted tabby is entered as Black/Brown Spotted Tabby, 
Silver as Black/Silver Spotted Tabby, Lynx as Seal Lynx Point Spotted Tabby etc the same applies to marbles, it is what is 
on the registration certificate] 
7.       Descriptive Color (optional)[NOTE: This is where you have the option entering additional phenotype information like 
sorrel spotted, golden spotted, clear coated.  Please don’t get too creative as it affects other users and regardless of what 
YOU think there really are only a small number of REALISTIC descriptions] 
8.       Cat's sex 
9.       Cat's Date of Birth  
10.   Sire's registration number (if it is in the system you will get a green "Proceed" message) 
11.   Dam's registration number (if it is in the system you will get a green "Proceed" message) 
12.   Cat's breed [NOTE: should be Bengal, Bengal Brown Whited, Bengal Longhair] 
13.   Eye color (nice but optional) 
14.   Your email address 
 
Input the information into the appropriate input boxes. 
 
If you are interested in becoming a data entry volunteer please email alan@bengalpedigrees.com with your request and 
contact information. 
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